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SUMMARY

Efficiently scheduling MapReduce tasks is considered as one of the major challenges that face MapReduce
frameworks. Many algorithms were introduced to tackle this issue. Most of these algorithms are focusing on
the data locality property for tasks scheduling. The data locality may cause less physical resources utiliza-
tion in non-virtualized clusters and more power consumption. Virtualized clusters provide a viable solution
to support both data locality and better cluster resources utilization. In this paper, we evaluate the major
MapReduce scheduling algorithms such as FIFO, Matchmaking, Delay, and multithreading locality (MTL)
on virtualized infrastructure. Two major factors are used to test the evaluated algorithms: the simulation time
and the energy consumption. The evaluated schedulers are compared, and the results show the superiority
and the preference of the MTL scheduler over the other existing schedulers. Also, we present a comparison
study between virtualized and non-virtualized clusters for MapReduce tasks scheduling. Copyright © 2015
John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Over the past few years, it has been noticed that massive amounts of data are being produced on a
daily (or even an hourly) basis. These amounts are expected to increase significantly each year. For
example, Mcafee and Brynjolfsson [1] estimated that in 2012, the world would produce 2.5 Exabytes
of data daily, whereas Villars et al. [2] estimated the data to be produced in 2014 to be 7 Zettabytes.
There are many reasons for this explosion of data such as the wide and ubiquitous use of electronic
devices such as computers, sensor networks, and smartphones. They are also generated by the many
healthcare devices and sites that generate and transmit huge amounts of data. Another reason that
is in fact on top of all other reasons is the extensive use of social communication and media shar-
ing sites in several daily activities. Consequently, this huge amount of generated data needs to be
handled using novel and efficient data management systems giving rise to the term ‘big data’.

The big data term is currently used to refer to huge and complex datasets that no traditional data
processing system can handle efficiently. Many researchers presented different definitions to the
big data term. One of the most popular ones is that of McKinsey [3] in which big data is defined
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as ‘datasets whose size are beyond the ability of typical database software tools to capture, store,
manage and analyze.’ New technologies are needed to be able to extract values from those datasets;
such processed data might be used in other fields such as artificial intelligence, data mining, health
care, and social networks. International Business Machine researchers [4] characterized big data
with the 3Vs: variety, volume, and velocity. Variety is used to refer to the multiple types/formats in
which big data is generated such as digits, texts, audios, videos, and log files.

The second characteristic is the huge volume of big data which can reach hundreds or thousands
of terabytes. The third characteristic is the velocity where processing and analyzing data must be
performed in a fast manner to extract value of data within an appropriate time. These characteristics
drive for developing new methodologies to deal with such huge amounts of data. So, comes to
existence the term ‘big data management’.

Big data operations are widely used in many technologies, for example, cloud computing,
distributed systems, data warehouse, Hadoop, and MapReduce. MapReduce is one of these tech-
nologies that are utilized to handle such big data. It is a software framework introduced by Google
for processing large amounts of data in a parallel manner [5]. In fact, it provides a set of features
such as user-defined functions, automatic parallelization and distribution, fault tolerance, and high
availability by data replicating.

MapReduce works in two phases: the map phase and the reduce phase. In the map phase, a
dedicated node called the master node takes the input, divides it into smaller shared data splits, and
assigns them to worker nodes. The worker nodes may perform the same splitting operation, leading
to a hierarchal tree structure. The worker node processes the assigned splits and sends the results
back to the master node. The reduce phase then begins with sorting and shuffling the partitions
that are produced by the map phase. The master node confirms the reduce workers to obtain their
intermediate pairs through remote procedure calls. After acquiring the data for each reducer, the data
are grouped and sorted by the key. Once all reducers get sorted, the reducer calls reduce function for
pairs of data. The output of reduce function writes to the corresponding output files leading to obtain
all the needed processing achieved. MapReduce framework suffers from many drawbacks. Such
drawbacks are related to the MapReduce task scheduling, which severely harm the data management
efficiency and performance. Hence, the problems in MapReduce scheduling techniques need some
amendments, especially in the task scheduling in order to obtain more cluster utilizations, as well as
other factors that affect the performance of the whole system. So, a need for a scalable scheduler to
face these kinds of problems is needed.

A term that is highly related to cloud computing and MapReduce is virtualization. Virtualiza-
tion is the technology, which gives the ability to run multiple operating systems simultaneously on
a single physical machine sharing its underlying resources that are referred to as virtual machines
(VMs). Some of the benefits of sharing those resources are (i) the ability of running multiple and
different operating systems (e.g., Windows and Linux) and (ii) using several separated operating
systems maximizes the use of the machine’s resources [6]. A hypervisor is the software layer that
provides the virtualization. It also emulates the underlying hardware resources to the different VMs.
Normally, operating systems have direct access to the physical resources hardware. In case of vir-
tualization, operating systems do not have direct access to hardware resources; instead, they access
those resources through the hypervisor. The hypervisor in its role executes the privileged instruc-
tions on behalf of VMs. Virtualization technology allows resource allocation of a single physical
machine among multiple different users. Some of the popular virtualization technologies are XEN,
KVM, and VMware.

In cloud computing, virtualization technology is used to dynamically allocate or reduce resources
of applications by creating or destroying VMs. It also helps to co-locate VMs to a small number
of physical machines which may reduce the number of active physical machines. This approach is
called server consolidation [6].

Hence, a new scheduling algorithm called multithreading locality scheduler (MTL) has been
proposed [7, 8]. To prove the superiority of this scheduler over other existing algorithms and to
make sure that this new scheduler outperforms other existing scheduler, an evaluation process
is conducted. This evaluation process tests the performance of the new scheduler against other
existing schedulers (First in First out (FIFO), Delay, and Matchmaking (MM)) over a virtualized
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environment. The evaluation process is conducted to test the system performance in terms of both
the simulation time and the energy consumption over a virtualized environment. The evaluation pro-
cess is finally concluded by a comparison study between virtualized and non-virtualized clusters
for MapReduce tasks scheduling. It is important to mention that (for the reader not to be confused)
the two terms ‘virtualized infrastructure’ and ‘cloud infrastructure’ have been used interchangeably
throughout the whole paper.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses some of the related works.
Section 3 highlights some details about various existing scheduling algorithms including our pro-
posed scheduler (MTL). In Section 4, we show our evaluation and experimental results. Finally, we
conclude our work and drew some future highlights in Section 5.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Many technologies produce huge amounts of data that need to be handled using big data manage-
ment schemes. Examples of these include, but not limited to, distributed systems, cloud computing,
data warehouse, Hadoop, and MapReduce. In distributed systems, the system is decomposed into
small tasks. These tasks are distributed among multinodes that are connected through networks.
These tasks are processed in parallel to achieve better performance while reducing cost. Another
system that produces huge amounts of data is the data warehouse. The data warehouse is a special
database designed for managing, storing, and processing huge amounts of data. The data warehouse
uses different technologies such as the ETL process which has three phases (extract, transform, and
load). The ETL process is used to upload data from operational stores and business intelligence.
These three phases are usually run in parallel to guarantee better and more efficient outcomes.

Cloud computing is a parallel distributed system with scalable resources that is continuously
evolving and spreading. It provides services via networks. Cloud computing refers to the use of
some common and shared computing resources (including the software, the hardware, the infras-
tructure, etc.) to deliver a set of utilities and serves as an alternative approach to having local servers,
database storages, or even computing services and functions. In fact, cloud computing is presented
to provide good environment for techniques that need scalable resources and distributed systems
such as MapReduce framework [5]. There are several examples for emerging cloud computing plat-
forms, namely, Amazon EC2, Google App Engine, Aneka, and Microsoft Azure. Hadoop is one
of the most well-known cloud computing frameworks. Hadoop is an open source implementation
software framework of Google’s MapReduce developed by Apache. It is presented to handle huge
amounts of data utilizing its core feature of having the distributed systems feature. Hadoop uses
MapReduce framework [9] that upgrades the processing from single servers to several thousands of
servers. Hadoop hides the details of the parallel processing that is performed for several distributed
nodes. Moreover, it hides any other arising issue that the system might undergo, such as the failure
of any node, the failure of any task or subtask, and the consolidation of the results after processing
and computation. Hadoop is usually decomposed into two main components: Hadoop distributed
file systems ‘HDFS’ and MapReduce framework. MapReduce is a software framework introduced
by Google for parallel processing of large amounts of data [10]. It is mainly based on parallel pro-
cessing of computing infrastructure that exploits the massive computing infrastructure available to
handle many major issues introduced by the rising use of the big data. The MapReduce framework
consists of several components which are master, mappers, and reducers. A master is responsible
for scheduling job component tasks for mappers and reducers. Mappers are responsible for process-
ing the input data to be suitable as input to reducers to be processed. Reducers are responsible for
processing the data which comes from multiple mappers and return the result [10].

The huge amounts of data are a result of several jobs of different diversity, which usually share
large-scale computing clusters. These need to be processed in a specialized manner. A major step in
this specialized processing (in the map phase component of the MapReduce framework as we just
mentioned) of the data is scheduling. Unless the scheduling is not optimized, dealing with this big
data will not produce good results that will enhance the system utilization as a whole. Examples of
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such utilization include (but are not limited to) high availability, high cluster utilization, fairness,
data locality (computation near to its input data), scalability, and so on. Incorporating such factors
makes it not easy to achieve an efficient scheduling model.

In fact, there are many techniques that are currently used for scheduling tasks in the MapReduce
framework. FIFO is one of those basic traditional schedulers [11]. More details about FIFO will be
provided in the next section. Another scheduler is the MM scheduler [11]. More elaboration about
this scheduler will be drawn in the next section.

Another scheduler is the fair share scheduler that gives every job a fair share of the cluster
over a respected time slot. This time slot is predefined in order to prevent any greedy jobs from
resources reserving [11]. An alternative scheduler is the capacity scheduler that makes partitions for
the resources and divides them into multipools with dedicated job queue for every pool. The authors
of this scheduler observed that the order of executing job has an impact on all execution times for
all jobs. So, they try to concentrate more on ordering jobs to achieve best system performance. Bal-
anced pool uses Johnson’s algorithm that has optimal scheduling for two stages problems such as
map and reduce scheduling [11].

Another scheduler is called dynamic priority scheduler which utilizes parallel scheduling, that
is, it uses any of the previous methods with a priority condition. This condition differs from
an algorithm to another, but most of priority algorithms use job deadline, pricing, or other
thresholds [11].

In 2012, Facebook introduced Corona [12], which is a new scheduling technique. Corona uses
two management levels: (1) cluster manager: there is one cluster manager to keep track the resources
and calculate the management of free slots; (2) job tracker: it assigns dedicated job tracker for each
job; Corona depends on requester client to process small job to increase cluster performance.

The authors of [13] note that the number of jobs, which has small weights, is more than the num-
ber of jobs which has large weights. So, this algorithm depends on weights of jobs and hence uses
round-robin algorithm for scheduling. The round-robin algorithm idea is to partition job queue into
different sub-queues and mark each sub-queue according to its weight. Improved Weighted Round
Robin depends on running jobs in unweighted queue in the first round. After running the first task
of each job, the scheduler classifies the jobs into weighted sub-queues according to their weights.
To maintain fairness principle, the scheduler will allocate the resources to sub-queues equally in
terms of percentages, where small-weighted sub-queues are allocated in the same averages that
are allocated for large-weighted sub-queues. Experimental results show that the scheduler has
significant impact on load balancing among sub-queues. This in fact has good outcomes in the whole
Hadoop platform.

The authors of [14] observe that the order of executing job has an impact on all execution times
for all jobs. So, they tried to concentrate more on ordering jobs to achieve best system performance.
So, they proposed Balanced Pool algorithm that applies capacity scheduler principle on Johnson
algorithm. Balanced pool partitions the jobs with two queues. It then partitions the resources into two
pools that keep enough resources to execute jobs for each pool. It then applies Johnson algorithm
on each pool. It saves about 20% of all jobs execution time.

The authors of [15] proposed constraint-based scheduler, where it takes the job deadline as input.
It then calculates the minimum number of tasks that are adequate to continue processing for each
submitted job. It then decides to continue in job or reject it, to avoid wasting resources with non-
completed jobs.

The authors of [16] proposed a new technique (the Purlieus) to improve data locality in
MapReduce framework that runs on clusters such as a cloud server. The Purlieus provisions VM
in data locality manner where job characteristics set up this method. The Purlieus classifies the job
into three types, where each type has a proposed procedure for provision purpose and VMs.

The authors of [17] mathematically impacted the factors such as number of task and nodes on
the data locality. They used term ‘goodness’ as a percent of local map task. The proposed optimal
scheduler builds a cost matrix that assigns zero if the task is local, otherwise one. It then uses linear
sum assignment problem (LSAP) to build its scheduler, where LSAP is used to assign N items
to N workers. The algorithm sometimes uses some cases to make matrix as a square matrix; this
simplifies using the LSAP for building optimal scheduler.
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The authors of [18] proposed Locality-aware reduce task scheduling algorithm a new locality-
aware reduce task scheduler. This new practical scheduler improves MapReduce performance via
scheduling the reduce phase. This scheduler waits until all mappers are finished. It then defines
a sweet spot that combines all information about size of the partitions that are produced by map-
pers. Depending on such information, the scheduler decides to trade-off between early shuffled or
combining more information.

The authors of [19] proposed a new scheduler that estimates execution time and prefetching input
data before assigning new tasks for computing node. This algorithm proposed a new shuffle schema
to improve system performance. The predicate scheduler (another name for prefetching scheduler)
depends on predicting data blocks and forwards it to tasks that need it. The prediction module
predicts three types of information, which are: (1) finish time for current tasks, (2) waiting tasks to
be assigned to slave node, and (3) time duration for waiting tasks. This algorithm has good result
specially in reducing input data transfers.

The authors in [20] proposed a new scheduler that is adapted for MapReduce clusters with dif-
ferent users. The new proposed scheduler depends on real time predicting which is used to reduce
weight of data locality for unprocessed tasks. The proposed algorithm starts by predicting resource
consumption for unprocessed tasks by estimating current processing tasks. The algorithm then cal-
culates the data locality weight for each job to avoid small job problem. Hence, the proposed
algorithm tries to enhance the map reduce cluster resources; eventually, the experiments present
promising results when compared with traditional map reduce scheduler.

LiPS system is introduced in [21] and promised a cost-efficient data and task co-scheduler for
MapReduce in a cloud environment using linear programming technique.

A hierarchical MapReduce scheduler for hybrid data centers is presented in [22]. It accompanied
task scheduling in integrated virtualized and non-virtualized environments.

3. MAPREDUCE SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS

MapReduce framework is one of the major big data management systems introduced by Google in
2004. It is mainly based on parallel processing of computing infrastructure that exploits the massive
computing infrastructure available to handle many major issues introduced by the rising use of the
big data. MapReduce framework provides a set of features such as user-defined functions, automatic
parallelization and distribution, fault tolerance, and high availability by data replicating. Hadoop is
an Apache open source implementation for MapReduce parallel framework. It hides the details of
parallel processing and helps in fault tolerance by replicating data into multiple nodes. MapReduce
framework follows master/slave technique where job tracker is responsible for scheduling, moni-
toring, and re-executing failure tasks on slave machines. Task tracker is responsible for processing
tasks that have been assigned by job tracker.

As clear from the MapReduce methodology name, it deals with the big data management in two
phases: the map phase and the reduce phase. It is important to mention that because all the processing
that involves the scheduling work will be in the map phase, and because this paper deals with
evaluating a set of different schedulers (which are part of the map phase), we limit this paper to deal
with only the map phase. Figure 1 illustrates a high-level overview of the MapReduce methodology.

In this paper, a set of scheduling algorithms will be considered to test their performance over a
virtualized environment. Their results will be then compared according to some criteria. The set of
schedulers includes the FIFO scheduler, MM scheduler, Delay scheduler, and our proposed sched-
uler the MTL. Such set of schedulers is chosen in a way that spans a group of well-known and widely
used schedulers as well as schedulers with different architectures. The following briefly illustrates
how each of these schedulers works.

3.1. First in first out scheduler

First in first out schedulers ‘default Hadoop’ attempts to increase data locality [7, 23]. FIFO sched-
uler works using a regular FIFO queue. Each loaded job is decomposed into a set of tasks and then
loaded to the queue one by one. The FIFO scheduler processes the first task submitted and assign
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Figure 1. MapReduce framework (Adapted from MapReduce Systems [24]).

it a free slot as it becomes available. After handling the first task, it starts handling the next task in
the queue and keep doing this process till finishing the last task in a first come, first served fash-
ion. Hence, in these criteria, the jobs are processed by the order of jobs as first come, first served.
As internal details of this algorithm, a slave node has free map slots. Once a heartbeat is sent, the
scheduler checks local map tasks in the first job and accordingly assigns it to those free map slots.
If the slave node does not have a data locality, then the scheduler assigns only one non-local map
task for this node during that heartbeat interval.

The FIFO scheduler has several drawbacks that are important to be discussed. Although the shared
cluster looks like it gives a fair share for scheduled tasks, however, the scheduled tasks are impossi-
ble to be from another job for current node. In other words, the node does not acquire fair chance to
process the data locality. Another drawback of the FIFO scheduler comes from the fact that when
small ad hoc tasks are run on large clusters lead to low data locality. The following example illus-
trates the second disadvantage. Suppose that you want to run a job from 10 map tasks on a cluster
of 200 nodes, every map task needs input data, so, the job needs 10 input data. If every input data
exist on individual node, then the job can be processed in 10 nodes, and every input data has two
replicas on different nodes. As a result, the numbers of nodes that contain input data reach to 30
nodes at maximum. So, low data localities are achieved. Because there will be 170 nodes without
local input, data will be processed.

3.2. Matchmaking scheduler

Matchmaking algorithm [23] gives every slave node a chance to process local tasks. In fact, this
scheduler gives every job a fair share of the cluster over a respected predefined time slot. Predefining
the map slot is helpful in preventing any greedy jobs from reserving resources for long times which
might lead other jobs from starvation.Unlike the FIFO scheduler, the MM scheduler allows nodes
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to process local tasks from other jobs in the queue, hence, solving the main problem that the FIFO
suffers from. Looking for internal details of this MM scheduler shows that when a scheduler does
not find local task in the first job, the MM scheduler searches for local map tasks for that node in
the next job. In case of not finding more local tasks at this heartbeat, no any non-local task will be
assigned, hence, giving a fair share of all the tasks. In the second heartbeat cycle, if a node still does
not find more local tasks to free slots and to avoid starvation, the MM scheduler will assign only
one non-local map task to the node that has free slots in every heartbeat interval. When a new job
arrives, the MM algorithm will clear all markers on nodes and start from the beginning for every
new arriving job, because the new job tasks may exist in marked nodes.

The MM scheduling algorithm solves the problems that the FIFO scheduling algorithm suffers
from. As mentioned earlier, it gives a fair share for all scheduled tasks by improving the data locality.
However, the MM scheduler suffers from a shortcoming in its execution time. In fact, the MM
scheduler does not assign non-local tasks until a new heartbeat is obtained. This means that more
time will be taken with large clusters. Another shortcoming appears when new jobs arrived; the MM
scheduler will clear all markers and start from the beginning. This in fact will result in many jobs
arriving such as Facebook framework.

3.3. Delay scheduler

The Delay algorithm [23] is proposed to solve some of the problems of the FIFO scheduler. Specif-
ically, like MM, the Delay scheduler gives every job a fair share of the cluster over a respected
predefined time slot. Predefining the map slot is helpful in preventing any greedy job from reserv-
ing resources for long periods of time which might lead to job starvation. The main idea in Delay
algorithm is that when a node sends heartbeat to request a map task, if the first job cannot process
local task, it delays the job and processes the next one. To ensure the fairness among all scheduled
jobs and avoid job starvation, a maximum delay time is used to limit the time a job is delayed.

This scheduler solves problems appearing in FIFO; however, it creates new problems. The first
issue is that the Delay scheduler has a problem in terms of its efficiency because it does not work
well when the map slots are freed slowly (map slots need more time to process map tasks). The
second issue appears when no local task is found in a node, it assigns multiple non-local tasks to
that node if it has multiple free slots in that heartbeat. Consequently, the Delay scheduler, in some
cases, performs worse than the default FIFO.

3.4. Multithreading locality scheduler

Multithreading locality scheduler utilizes multithreading architecture to perform all the scheduling
processes where each thread is assigned to a predetermined block of jobs. The MTL scheduler differs
from all the previous schedulers in dealing with synchronizations of blocks. Such blocks’ synchro-
nization is achieved through using multithreading scheduling. It uses multithreading scheduling on
a cluster of nodes in one scheduling direction from wait job queue to cluster nodes (unlike other
schedulers that work from the nodes to the job queue). This way of dealing with the scheduling pro-
cesses makes it more appropriate and feasible because the MTL schedule tries to find the best node
for a corresponding job. In fact, it has an advantage over the other existing schedulers in solving
data locality problems by parallel searching using multithreading techniques [7].

The MTL starts by dividing the cluster into N blocks. Each block contains a number of com-
modity machines to process and store input data. Each block is scheduled by a special thread that
schedules the jobs in the wait queue. Once a new job arrives to the cluster, the MapReduce scheduler
contacts the Namenode to determine the rack that includes the largest proportion of data locality
tasks for this job.

When any job is to be processed, the threads start searching in their blocks node for local map
task, where each thread takes information about current task and starts searching in their blocks.
Once a thread finds a local data for this task, it immediately notifies other threads to stop searching
for this task and starts searching for next tasks. If all threads could not be able to find more local
tasks, the threads start in assigning just one non-local map task for each node in the block for
this heartbeat.
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this paper, we conducted a simulation over a virtualized environment as well as over a non-
virtualized environment. The main goal is to show the improvements that can be achieved both in
terms of the simulation time as well as the energy consumption. So, in order to show the behavior
of the aforementioned scheduling algorithms including our scheduler (MTL), we run a simulation
for our proposed MapReduce framework. We also need to show a comparison between the virtu-
alized environment and the non-virtualized environment considering both the simulation time and
the energy consumption parameters. Our simulation uses map phase only for the same reasons as
stated previously. For this simulation, we used the CloudExp simulator, which is an extended ver-
sion of the CloudSim simulator [24, 25] that supports MapReduce scheduling algorithms. For our
MapReduce system, we need to use some of the CloudExp characteristics such as scalability to
prove goodness and improvements achieved by our proposed algorithm (MTL). In this simulation,
every host is connected to a special storage using the same ID. The physical host specification is
fully described in Table I, where every host is either virtualized or non-virtualized. The hosts in our
proposed scheduler’s evaluation are divided among a number of blocks. Also, the tasks are divided
among a number of jobs, where each task has several properties as explained in Table II.

The following parameters will be used in our simulation. The following is a brief description
of each.

� No-block: is special for our algorithm. It determines number of threads that searches for data
locality.
� No-host: is the number of nodes that will be used for this experiment.
� No-file: is the number of files that contain data for tasks and will spread among nodes.
� No-job: is the number of jobs that come from different users.
� No-task: is the number of tasks that need to be executed. The number of tasks is distributed

among the jobs randomly.

In our simulation, we need to show the behavior of the considered schedulers over a non-
virtualized and a virtualized environment. In fact, the simulation results showed the superiority of
our proposed scheduler MTL against other existing schedulers in both environments. So, we run
our scheduler MTL against other schedulers, specifically, we chose FIFO scheduler, MM scheduler,

Table I. Physical host specification.

ISA X86
Operating system Linux
Virtual machine monitor Xen
Storage capacity 1 Terabyte
Number of CPU 2 with 4 cores per CPU
MIPS for each core 2660
Memory capacity 8 GB
Virtual machine scheduler Space shared
Network bandwidth 10 Mbps

ISA, Instruction set architecture; MIPS, Million instruction
per second.

Table II. MapReduce task description.

Task ID ID (0 – number of tasks)
Job ID Job ID to which the job belongs to
Task length Random number between 1–500
Number of CPU 1
Input file size 64 MB
Output file size 64 MB
Number of files per task 1
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and the Delay scheduler as discussed in Section 3. In fact we conducted comparisons among
them in terms of two factors, which are the simulation time factor and the energy consumption of
nodes factor.

Different values for the parameters have been conducted. These values vary from small values of
nodes and tasks to large numbers while varying the number of VMs from one to four. All the results
that will be shown shortly proved the scalability of our proposed scheduler MTL. This, in fact,
proves the superiority of our MTL scheduler over all other existing schedulers. The results showed
the improvements that will be achieved in both the simulation time and the energy consumption
when considering the virtualized environment over the non-virtualized environment. Only samples
of our results will be shown in the following subsections.

4.1. Non-virtualized versus virtualized for 50,000 tasks

The following two figures, Figures 2 and 3, show the behavior of all the considered algorithms with
50,000 tasks in a non-virtualized (physical node) environment against a virtualized environment

Figure 2. Simulation time for 50,000 tasks.

Figure 3. Energy consumption for 50,000 tasks.
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(with different values of VMs considering two and four VMs) in terms of both the simulation time
and the energy consumption, respectively.

Figure 2 shows the simulation results of the simulation time of all the considered schedulers
over a virtualized environment and a non-virtualized environment. As can be noticed, there is a
good improvement in the simulation time for the virtualized environment over the non-virtualized
environment. The reader of the paper can notice the improvement achieved in the virtualized
environment especially when he/she moves from physical node to two VMs. This improvement
decreased when increasing the number of VMs to four. This in fact refers to the management over-
head that will appear with using the VMs. It is also important to emphasize that our built scheduler,
the MTL, achieves the best simulation time in both environments. In fact, this proves the superi-
ority of our scheduler over the other considered schedulers. Another point to mention here is that
the FIFO scheduler is noticed to have the most improvement from the virtualized environment over
the non-virtualized one. In fact, this result is expected because the FIFO scheduler is a scheduler
that mostly violates the locality principle; hence, FIFO will be the algorithm that will mostly obtain
benefit from the virtualization.

Figure 4. Simulation time for 150,000 tasks.

Figure 5. Energy consumption for 150,000 tasks.
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Figure 3 also shows the simulation results of the power consumption of all the considered
schedulers over a virtualized environment ( two and four VMs) and a non-virtualized environment
(physical node). As can be noticed, there is a good improvement in the energy consumption for the
virtualized environment over the non-virtualized environment. It is also important to emphasize that
our scheduler, the MTL, achieves the best energy consumption in both environments. In fact, this
proves the superiority of our scheduler over other existing schedulers. The same notice will be raised
here that concerns the FIFO scheduler, which indicates that the FIFO is the algorithm that achieves
the most benefit from the virtualization.

4.2. Non-virtualized versus virtualized for 150,000 tasks

In this experiment, we increase the number of tasks to be 150,000 to investigate the behavior of the
considered schedulers under both the virtualized and non-virtualized environments. The following
two figures, Figures 4 and 5, show both the simulation time and the energy consumption for all the
considered schedulers.

Figure 6. Simulation time for 200,000 tasks.

Figure 7. Energy consumption for 200,000 tasks.
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As can be noticed in Figures 4 and 5 in the physical node, the MTL achieved the best values for
both the simulation time and the energy consumption. The two figures also show that a noticeable
and a great improvement is achieved in both the simulation time and the energy consumption when
considering the two and four VMs. This in fact proves the improvement that can be achieved when
considering the virtualization over the non-virtualization and hence, the scalability of our MTL
scheduler. Moreover, although the improvement in the four VMs is slight, however, the MTL still
achieved the best results in both the simulation time and the energy consumption. This, in the other
side, proves the superiority of our built scheduler, the MTL, over all the other schedulers in both the
virtualized and non-virtualized environments.

4.3. Non-virtualized versus virtualized for 200,000 tasks

In this experiment, we increase the number of tasks to be 200,000 to further investigate the behav-
ior of the considered schedulers under both the virtualized and non-virtualized environments. The

Figure 8. Simulation time comparison: virtualized versus non-virtualized.

Figure 9. Energy consumption comparison: virtualized versus non-virtualized.
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following two figures, Figures 6 and 7, show both the simulation time and the energy consumption
for all the considered schedulers.

Both figures, Figures 6 and 7, show the same improvements percentages as achieved in the previ-
ous experiments. Again, the reader can notice that all schedulers in the virtualized environment have
noticeable improvements over the non-virtualized environment. The reader also can notice that our
built scheduler, the MTL, achieved the best results over all the other schedulers considering both the
simulation time and the energy consumption factors. The reader also can notice that the improve-
ment when increasing the number of VMs from two to four is slight. This happened as a result of
the overhead produced when increasing the number of VMs.

The following two figures, Figures 8 and 9 emphasize the aforementioned conclusions about the
performance improvements achieved when considering the virtualized environment over the non-
virtualized environment and the superiority of our built MTL scheduler in both the the virtualized
and non-virtualized environments.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented a framework through which we evaluated several scheduling algorithms
in big data management. Specifically, the FIFO scheduler, MM scheduler, Delay scheduler, and our
own built scheduler, the MTL, have been evaluated. All the considered schedulers were evaluated
in a virtualized environment and a non-virtualized environment. Two factors were considered in the
evaluation procedure: the processing time and the energy consumption.

To test our proposed evaluation procedure, we built a MapReduce system using the cloudExp
simulator. The conducted experiments showed great improvements when considering the virtualized
environment over the non-virtualized environment. Moreover, the conducted experiments showed
that our proposed algorithm achieved better results comparing with existing algorithms such as
FIFO, Delay, and MM in terms of processing time and energy consumption in both environments.
The experiments proved that our proposed algorithm has speed behavior and scalability infras-
tructure, to keep pace with the rapid growth of data regardless of the environment whether it is
virtualized or non-virtualized. As future directions, we intend to implement and then evaluate our
proposed algorithm ‘MTL’ as well as other existing scheduling algorithms in real Hadoop cluster
with real big data such as Facebook in social network. This will prove the speed and scalability that
is produced by our proposed algorithm. Also, we are planning to extend our finding to new real big
data application that introduces a small-scale cloud computing system as in [26].
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